Magnetic Dry-Erase Blackboard for the Refrigerator

What's Inside:
- 1 Magnetic blackboard (17.5" x 13.5")
- 8 Blackboard markers
- 1 User instructions

Guideline #1 – Activate the Markers:

**Step 1: Shake** - Make sure the marker's head is properly screwed on and that the cap is properly closed and then shake the marker for 30 seconds.

**Step 2: Pump** - Remove the cap and hold the marker vertically. Place the tip onto the paper towel or napkin. Press down and release the tip repeatedly, until it fills with ink.

*Hold down each pump, for a second or two before releasing.* Once the color saturates the tip completely - you are ready to write on the board, but it might take about 30 pumps for the ink to flow out.

*If the ink does not flow out after 30 pumps / one minute of pumps* – and you see the tip is still dry – don’t worry! Close the cap and shake it again (repeat the steps until it is ready for usage).

*If during future usage, the tip starts drying up* and there is not enough ink in your writing, repeat the steps to saturate the tip.
Guideline #2 – Erasing:

For erasing small parts or making small corrections, start with a dry cloth/paper towel. If you find it a bit difficult, you can use a second wet one – water removes the ink immediately!

For erasing the board completely, you will find it easier to take it off the fridge and place it on a flat surface like your kitchen table/counter. Use both a wet cloth/paper towel and a dry one to properly clean the board.
Instructions

BEFORE FIRST USE:

1. **Please Check if your fridge is magnetic** - If regular magnets stick to your fridge, this magnetic board will too. The front of some stainless steel fridges is magnetic and some are not. Please check yours!

2. **Please check if your fridge has the required space** - the intended fridge door/side should have room for the magnetic board, which is 17.5” X 13.5", and for the magnetic markers. All items should lie on a flat surface, without any bumps / fridge logo.

INSTALLATION:

1. **Take the board out of the nylon bags** - Please make sure to keep the bag out of children’s reach, as a safety precaution against choking.

2. **Clean the mounting area** – Please wipe off any dirt or dust from the intended mounting space on your fridge and let it dry completely.

3. **Wipe the board clean before first use** - Quickly wipe off the board with a dry paper towel – this needs to be done only one time, before the first use, because the boards were kept in nylon bags for some time. We want to make sure they are clean and smooth for best dry-erase performance.

4. **Marker instructions:**
   1. **Shake** - Shake the marker for 30 seconds with the cap on and then remove it.
   2. **Pump** - Place a paper towel or napkin on a flat and stable surface. Hold the marker vertically and place the tip onto the paper towel or napkin. Press down and release the tip repeatedly, until it fills with ink. Once the color saturates the tip you are ready to write on the board, but it might take about 30 pumps for the ink to come out.
   3. **Write** – You are now ready to write on the blackboard! For longer durability, make sure to put cap back on immediately after using each marker and store them on the fridge with the cap facing up.
   4. **Erasing the boards** – Markers can easily be erased from the boards, using a dry paper towel. If marker ink does not come off easily, wet it and try again.

* **Proper markers** – Please make sure you are using only wet-erase blackboard markers.

We appreciate your business!

Sincerely,

Christa

HMMagnets Founder